June 2020

Distributed Acoustic Sensing Research Coordination Network Steering Committee Call
June 11, 2020 10 am ET

In attendance: Whitney Trainor-Guitton, Herb Wang, Bob Detrick, Bob Woodward, Eileen Martin, Lotte Krawczyk, Lucas Zoet, Mark Hausner, Nate Lindsey, Yingping Li, Kasey Aderhold

Agenda

- Announcements: DAS RCN Award is now officially in place
- First Virtual Workshop Planning Update (Martin, Lindsay, Fratta, Tyler)
- Working Group Updates and Publication Plans
- Other Agenda Items: None

Action Items

- AI(Herb): Seek more expert advice on how to review our committee/working groups for diversity.
- AI(All): Send names of early career investigators and students working in or interested in DAS to Nate/Eileen.
- AI(Kasey/All): Review survey to be sent to new (and old) subscribers to the DAS mailing list. Send e-mail to the full DAS mailing list with survey on working group interest.

Recommendations

- Invite working group leads to future DAS RCN calls; can also include key working group members as needed.